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The validity and usefulness of linear wakefield theory for electron and positron bunches is
investigated. Starting from the well-known Green’s function for a cold-fluid plasma, engineering
formulas for the maximum accelerating field for azimuthally symmetric bi-Gaussian beams of the

form nb=nbe
−r2/2sr

2
e−z2/2sz

2
are derived. It is also found that for fixed beam parameters the optimum

wake is obtained forkpsz=21/2, for kpsr ø1. The validity and usefulness of linear-fluid theory is
studied using fully nonlinear particle-in-cell simulations. It is found that linear theory can be useful
beyond the nominal range of validity for narrow bunches. The limits of usefulness differ
significantly between electron and positron bunches. For electron bunches, scaling laws are found
for three limits for optimal plasma densityskpsz=21/2d, characterized by the normalized spot size
kpsr and the normalized charge per unit length of the beam,L;snb/npdkp

2sr
2. These are«

;eE/mcvp=1.3snb/npd for kpsr .1 andnb/np,1, «=1.3 L lns1/kpsrd, for sL /10d1/2,kpsr ,1
andL,1, and«=1.3 L lnsf10/Lg1/2d, for kpsr , sL /10d1/2 andL,1. Linear theory breaks down
for nb/np>10. On the other hand, for positron drivers linear-fluid theory breaks down fornb/np

ù1 independent of spot size. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1905587g

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been much interest in plasma wake-
fields for narrow charged particle bunches.1–6 Although the
Green’s function for three-dimensionals3Dd linear plasma
wakefields is well known,7,8 recent works have applied this
in various limits to obtain approximate expressions. While
there is no confusion in the literature over the 1D or wide
beam limit in which the beam size is large compared to the
plasma skin depthc/vp, there are several formulas in the
literature for the narrow beam limit.3,4 Here we attempt to
provide a clear and systematic derivation for the linear wake-
fields in the narrow beam limit. Expressions for the wakes
generated by beams with a Gaussian longitudinal profile and
either a Gaussian or flat top transverse profile will be de-
rived. For very narrow beams, the linear theory expression
for the wake amplitude diverges logarithmically with the in-
verse of the spot size. It is shown that this unphysical diver-
gence saturates when the normalized peak beam density
nb0/np exceeds,10 for electron drivers and,1 for positron
drivers. We show that the previously obtained scaling law in
which the wake amplitude increases with the inverse square
of the bunch length must be modified by a weak logarithmic
function of the beam spot sizesr. We will show through
fully nonlinear particle-in-cellsPICd simulations that the lin-
ear theory expressions can still be accurate even when the
fluid model breaks down in principle.

II. LINEAR THEORY

The starting point for our work is the well-known
Green’s function solution for the plasma response to an arbi-
trary relativistic charge bunch of the formrb=r'srdrisjd,8

wherej=z−ct,

Ezsr,jd = Z8sjdRsrd s1d

and

Z8sjd = − 4pE
j

`

dj8risj8dcoskpsj − j8d, s2d

Rsrd =
kp

2

2p
E

0

2p

duE
0

`

r8dr8r'sr8dK0skpurW − rW 8ud, s3d

whereK0 is the zero-order modified Bessel function.
Next, we evaluate these expressions for a Gaussian lon-

gitudinal profilerisjd=qnbe
−j2/2sz

2
at a position along the axis

wherej!−sz. Hereq is the particle charges+e for a posi-
tron or proton beam and −e for electron beamd. The result is

Ezs0,jd = hÎ2psq/edsmcvp/edsnb/npd

3skpsze
− kp

2sz
2/2dRs0djcosskpjd, s4d

where

Rs0d = kp
2E

0

`

r8dr8r'sr8dK0skpr8d. s5d
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For wide beams, i.e., wherer'=1 for r8=0 and remains
close to unity forr8 much larger thankp

−1, Rs0d<1. In this
limit, it is straightforward to show that for fixed bunch length
sz, and normalized beam density,nb/np, the expression for
Ez is maximized at «;eE/mcvp=f2spd1/2/eg nb/np

>1.3nb/np for kpsz=Î2, which is the well-known 1D result.
The expression forRs0d for a flat top beam of radiusa

with r'srd=1 for 0, r ,a and 0 forr .a is

Rs0d = kp
2E

0

a

r8dr8K0skpr8d = 1 −kpaK1skpad, s6d

which was given and was plotted numerically in Ref. 8. For
kpa!1, Eq. s6d can be expanded asymptotically as

Rs0d =
kp

2a2

2
f0.6159 − lnskpadg. s7d

This weak logarithmic dependence has often been neglected
in subsequent works,2–4 and this leads to an inaccuracy of a
factor of 4 forkpa ranging from 10−4 to 10−1.

The expression forRs0d for Gaussian bunches with

r'srd=e−r2/2sr
2

is

Rs0d = Skp
2sr

2

2
Dsekp

2sr
2/2dGS0,

kp
2sr

2

2
D , s8d

whereGsa ,bd=eb
`ta−1e−tdt. In the limit kpsr !1, Eq.s8d can

be expanded asymptotically as

Rs0d = kp
2sr

2f0.05797 − lnskpsrdg. s9d

Next, we closely examine and compare these expres-
sions numerically. To make the comparison, we note that for
the same number of beam particles and the same peak den-
sity, we must usea=Î2sr. In Fig. 1, we plot the ratio of Eq.
s6d and Eq.s8d by using this relationship betweena andsr.

From Fig. 1sad we see thatRs0d for the two profiles
differ by at most 20% nearkpsz<1.35 and are nearly iden-
tical for kpsz!1 or kpsz@1. In Fig. 1sbd, for a transverse
Gaussian profile, we plot both the full expression forRs0d
fEq. s8dg and the asymptotic expression for smallkpsr fEq.
s9dg. This shows that the asymptotic expression is extremely
accurate forkpsr ,0.5.

Combining Eqs.s4d ands8d, we obtain an expression for
the wake amplitude for a bi-Gaussian shaped drive beam:

Eza= Î2pSmcvp

e
DHSq

e
DSnb

np
Dskpsze

− kp
2sz

2/2dSkp
2sr

2

2
D

3sekp
2sr

2/2dGS0,
kp

2sr
2

2
DJ . s10d

This can be rewritten in terms of the total particle number
N=s2pd3/2sr

2sznb:

Eza= qNkp
2Hse− kp

2sz
2/2dsekp

2sr
2/2dGS0,

kp
2sr

2

2
DJ . s11d

This explicitly shows thekp
2 dependence of the wake ampli-

tude for a beam with fixedN, kpsz, and kpsr. To get the
optimal wakefield amplitude for a beam with givenN, sz,
andsr, we rewrite this formula as

Eza=
qN

srsz
Hskpszdse−kp

2sz
2/2dskpsrdsekp

2sr
2/2dGS0,

kp
2sr

2

2
DJ

;
qN

srsz
Vskpsz,kpsrd, s12d

whereVskpsz,kpsrd can also be viewed as a function ofkpsz

and ra;sr /sz, andra is defined as the beam’s aspect ratio.
Next, we maximize this expression for fixed particle number
N, sz, andsr, i.e., we find the optimal plasma density. Al-
though the optimalkp;kp1 depends on bothsz and sr, the
maximum value forV depends only on the aspect ratiora.
So the maximum wake amplitude can be written as

EzM =
qN

srsz
USsr

sz
D , s13d

where Ussr /szd;Vskp1sz,kp1srd and ]V /]kp=0 for kp

=kp1.
In Fig. 2, we plot the functionUssr /szd and the function

Vskp2sz,kp2srd, wherekp2=Î2/sz. It can clearly be seen that
they agree very well as long assr /sz,0.1. We also note that
the ratiokp1/kp2 is unity for ra near zero and that it falls to
zero asra increases. This is because we are keeping the
particle number and notnb/np fixed. As ra is increased then

FIG. 1. sad TheRs0d ratio between flat top and Gaussian profiles.sbd Com-
parison between exact form and asymptotic form for a Gaussian profile.
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nb/np begins to drop and the wake amplitude becomes very
small unless the bunch is shortened. If instead we keptnb/np

fixed, then in the wide beam limitfsee Eq.s4d for Rs0d=1g,
the optimal wake would once again be obtained for
kpsz/Î2=1.

Bruhwiler et al.9 have also investigated how the opti-
mum density depends on the aspect ratio. They started from
the formula given in Ref. 3 which attempted to merge the
smallkpsr and largekpsr results into a single formula. How-
ever, due to the logarithmic divergence it is not so simple to
merge the two regimes. However, it is interesting to note that
the formula for the optimum plasma density obtained by
Bruhwiler et al. differs from our exact resultssFig. 2d by at
most 15%.

To make connection with previous results we define a
new functionPssr /szd=Ussr /szd / ssr /szd swhich is plotted
in Fig. 3d. Using this function, we can rewriteEzM as

EzM =
qN

sz
2 PSsr

sz
D . s14d

The functionPssr /szd is a relatively slowly changing loga-
rithmic function. To obtain useful scaling laws this weak

dependence was neglected leading to the well-known 1/sz
2

scaling law cited in the literature.4

However, although this dependence is weak it is still
significant over the range of parameters being used in present
experiments1,5,6 and being considered in future experiments.
In the limit of sr /sz!1 it is possible to obtain a very accu-
rate asymptotic expansion forPssr /szd. If we use the result
from Eq. s9d in Eq. s11d and then maximize the expression
with respect tokp

2, we recover the result that the optimal
normalized wake occurs forkpsz/Î2=1. This was shown in
Fig. 2 where the optimal normalized field and that for
kpsz/Î2=1 are identical for smallra. Using this fact, it is
straightforward to obtain the asymptotic expression

PSsr

sz
D <

2

e
H− 0.577 − 2 lnSsr

sz
DJ

<
4

e
h0.057 97 − lnskpsrdj. s15d

Therefore, in the smallra limit, we find

EzM =
qN

sz
2 PSsr

sz
D <

qN

sz
2H4

e
f0.057 97 − lnskpsrdgJ s16d

or in normalized units

eEzM

mcvp
< 1.3

q

e

nb

np
kp

2sr
2 lnS 1

kpsr
D , s17d

where we have assumed thatkpsr !1 so that the 0.057 97
constant can be neglected. We can also rewrite this in the
following form for comparisons with experiments:

EzM < s236 MV/mdSq

e
DS N

4 3 1010D
3S0.06 cm

sz
D2

lnSÎ1016 cm−3

n

50 mm

sr
D . s18d

This engineering formula is identical to Eq.s1d of Refs. 2
and 3 except for the natural logarithmic term. As we have
noted before, the slow logarithmic term can vary by factors
of 4 for typical experimental parameters, so when making
comparisons to experiments one needs to include this term.

III. BREAKDOWN OF LINEAR-FLUID THEORY

The above calculations are strictly speaking only valid in
the linear-fluid limit. Linear theory is valid when the per-
turbed density is less than the background density,n1/np

!1, when the fluid velocity is less thanvf>c, n /c!1, and
when the normalized electric field is less than unity,
eEzM/mcvp;«!1. In order thatn1/np!1, the peak beam
density nb must also be less than the background density,
nb/np!1.

Cold-fluid theory is valid when individual particle trajec-
tories do not cross. For wide beams, i.e., the 1D limit, all of
the above conditions are equivalent and simultaneously sat-
isfied. However, for narrow bunches the story is not clear.
For a beam with any fixed amount of charge or charge per
unit length, one can shrink the spot size down to a size for

FIG. 2. Vskp1sz,kp1srd, Vskp2sz,kp2srd, andkp1/kp2.

FIG. 3. A plot of thePssr /szd=Qssr /szd / ssr /szd.
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which nb/np.1, but for which the normalized electric field
can still be less than unity. This is possible since as seen in
Eq. s17d the dominant term for the latter is proportional not
to nb/np but rather tosnb/npdkp

2sr
2. However, the spot size

can always be reduced further such that the normalized elec-
tric field gets large because of the logarithmic divergence in
Eq. s17d. Such a divergence is obviously unphysical. The
resolution is that fluid theory breaks down for very narrow
bunches because the plasma electrons are predominantly ex-
pelled radially outward, and ifnb/np.1 the trajectories of
electrons that originate within the beam cross each other.
Interestingly, linear theory of arbitrary shaped bunches is
based on a Green’s function which is not a valid solution to
linear theory. The point is that what matters is not whether
the solution for the wake due to ad function is valid but
rather whether the wake obtained by integrating the Green’s
function over the beam distribution is linear.

In the linear-fluid regime, the plasma response to elec-
tron or positron beams is similar except for a change of
charge sign. However, whennb increases, the wake structure
and amplitude will change due to the breakdown of fluid
theory and the appearance of nonlinear effects. The plasma
has a very different nonlinear response to electron or posi-
tron beamssan electron beam will blow plasma electrons
away, while a positron beam will suck them ind. The break-

down of fluid theory inevitably occurs for positron generated
wakes because trajectory crossing occurs as electrons reach
the axis after they are sucked in.

It has been argued that the linear-fluid limit is still a
surprisingly useful guide for predicting wake amplitudes
even in the nonlinear and/or blowout regime. To investigate
this, we compare the linear-fluid theory expressions given
above against fully nonlinear electromagnetic PIC simula-
tions sboth fully explicit and quasistaticd. We use the codes
OSIRIS sRef. 10d and QuickPIC.11 These two codes give
identical results for wakes excited by ultrarelativistic charged
particle beams.

To quantify the usefulness of linear-fluid theory, we be-
gin examining through PIC simulations what happens as we
decreasekpsr while keepingkpsz and N si.e., Ld fixed. In
Fig. 4 we plot the dependence of the normalized wake am-
plitude on kpsr for four different beam chargesL=0.001,
0.01, 0.1, and 1. For each value ofL we plot line outs along
the axis of the electric field in units ofmcvp/e for four
different values ofkpsr or equivalently four values ofnb/np.
The figures show that for each value ofL the field amplitude
increases asnb/np is increased untilnb/n0 exceeds,10. Af-
ter nb/np increases beyond,10 neither the amplitude nor the
wave form shape changes. Based on these results we can
define a critical value forkpsr which roughly corresponds to

FIG. 4. Saturation of wakefield for
electron driver: in each figure, we de-
creasekpsr sat the same time increase
nb/npd by keepingL fixed. We see the
wake forms will saturate roughly
when nb/np is larger than 10, andsad
L=0.001,sbd L=0.01,scd L=0.1, and
sdd L=1 sthe z=0 point is 6c/vp

ahead of the beam centerd.
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a beam densitynb/np<10, i.e.,kpsr <ÎL /10.
This kind of behavior can be qualitatively understood as

follows: If the blowout radiusrbm is much larger than the
beam radiussr, then any further reduction in the beam radius
can only cause a small change to the plasma response to the
beam. Therefore, the wakefield changes very little aftersr

! rbm. A rough estimate ofrbm is kprbm<2ÎL, whereÎL is
the charge neutralizing radius. In addition, sincekpsr

=ÎL / snb/npd, the ratio of rbm/sr <2Înb/np; for example,
rbm/sr ù10 requires thatnb/npù25. This explains why the
wake does not change much whenkpsr is very small. We
will provide a more quantitative explanation in a future pub-
lication.

Another thing worth noting from Fig. 4 is how the wave
form of the wake depends onL. For very small chargesL
=0.001d, the wakes basically have sinusoidal wave forms for
all spot sizes. However, for largeL s0.1 and 1d, the wakes
become elongated and have very sharp spikes. The elonga-
tion is due to nonlinear frequency shifts due to relativistic
mass effects, because for largeL the plasma electrons ac-
quire relativistic velocities. The formation of the spike oc-
curs when we have largeL and small spot sizes,kpsz,1,
which is called the blowout regime.

The wakes produced by positron beams depend onL
and spot size in a more complicated manner than for electron
wakes. This is shown in Fig. 5 where we plot line outs of the
electric field along the axis for positron drivers. As in Fig. 4,
for each plot we keepL fixed and varykpsr. The first thing
worth noting is that the positron wake structure can change
dramatically by decreasingkpsr. For relatively large charge
si.e., L=0.1,1d, multipeak structures show up in the decel-
erating fields askpsr is decreased. This can be roughly ex-
plained by the phase mixing of plasma electrons: plasma
electrons at different initial positions reach the axis at differ-
ent times. For example, plasma electrons far away from the
beam typically oscillate about the axis with a frequency very
close to vp, but plasma electrons very close to the beam
center can have a frequency close tovb=Înb/npvp, which
can be many times larger thanvp for very narrow beams.
Therefore, these electrons arrive at the axis at different times.
This leads to spaced density peaks of the frequency between
vp andvb.

This can also explain why the accelerating peaks do not
have multipeak structures. The accelerating fields are behind
the beam, and in this region the plasma electrons will all
roughly oscillate at the same frequencyvp. Although posi-
tron wakes have more complicated structures than electron
wakes, they still saturate as the spot size is reduced. The
difference is that the criticalkpsr for positron wakes is
aroundÎL which corresponds tonb/np=1 rather than 10 as
was the case for electron drivers.

The above discussion shows that the linear-fluid expres-
sion cannot be used whennb/np*10 for electron drivers and
when nb/np*1 for positron drivers. Physically this occurs
due to the extreme trajectory crossing that occurs in the non-
linear wakefield regime. It also shows that if we have calcu-
lated the wake amplitude fornb/np=10 for all spot sizes
kpsr, we can give accurate estimates for the wake for any

value ofnb/np*10. This is done by finding the case where
nb/np=10 for a larger spot size but with the same charge per
unit lengthL.

The above discussion has not addressed to what extent
linear-fluid theory works whennb/npø10. To address this,

FIG. 5. Saturation of wakefield for positron driver: in each figure, we de-
creasekpsr while simultaneously increasingnb/np and keepingL fixed. We
see the wake forms will saturate roughly whennb/np is larger than 1, andsad
L=0.01, sbd L=0.1, andscd L=1 sthe z=0 point is 6c/vp ahead of the
beam centerd.
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we have carried out a series of simulations for a given
plasma densitynp and fixed beam shapessGaussian beams
with fixed sr andszd. We vary beam densitynb from a value
much smaller thannp to a value much larger thannp by
changingN. As N is increased, the wake structure and am-
plitude will evolve from a regime where linear theory is
valid into a nonlinear regime. For one set of runs we used
kpsz=Î2, kpsr =0.1 and the results are shown in Figs. 6 and
7 for electron and positron drivers, respectively. These re-
sults illustrate the transition of the wake structuresthe peak
accelerating field, the wake wavelength, and the transformer
ratiod for both electron and positron beams as the beam par-
ticle number is increased.

Several points are worth noting. We plot the ratio of
electric field overnb/np, because in linear theory the field is
proportional tonb/np, whenkpsz andkpsr are fixed, and the
wake structure does not change. This choice helps Figs. 6
and 7 to illustrate how the wake structure in the simulations
differ from the predictions of linear theory. In Fig. 6, it can
be seen that asnb/np is increased, the peak accelerating field

remains relatively constant while the decelerating field de-
creases. Therefore, the transformer ratio gradually increases.
At the highest value ofnb/np the wavelength elongates and
this is due to the fact that for such a high beam charge the
plasma particles acquire relativistic energies. Despite this
gross change to the wavelength, the peak field is still close to
the linear prediction. Therefore, significant deviation from
linear theory for the peak accelerating field does not occur
until the normalized electric fieldseE/mcvpd approaches
unity. This is also true in the 1D regime. On the other hand,
in Fig. 7 it can be seen for positron drivers that the acceler-
ating as well as the decelerating field change dramatically as
nb/np increases beyond 2. Therefore, for narrow positron
bunches the relevant nonlinear parameter isnb/np and notL.

To make the transition between linear-fluid theory and
nonlinear wake dynamicsseither blowout or suck-ind clearer,
we plot in Figs. 8 and 9 the peak accelerating fields and the
peak decelerating fields against those predicted by linear
theory from a series of 30 simulations.

FIG. 6. Wake structure for electron drivers: we plot the ratio of normalized
electric field overnb/np, as a function of distance behind the wake, for
kpsz=Î2 andkpsr =0.1 sthe beam center is atz=23c/vpd.

FIG. 7. Wake structure for positron drivers: we plot the ratio of normalized
electric field overnb/np, as a function of distance behind the wake, for
kpsz=Î2 andkpsr =0.1 sthe beam center is atz=20c/vpd.

FIG. 8. Peak accelerating field compared with linear theory.

FIG. 9. Peak decelerating field compared with linear theory.
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In these runs we setkpsz=Î2, kpsr =0.1 whilenb/np was
varied by varyingN. We plot the fields in units ofmcvp/e.
For the electron driver runs, we plot the peak accelerating
and decelerating fields as well as the “useful” accelerating
field. We adopt a similar definition for the useful field as
given in Ref. 12. As shown in Fig. 6, for nonlinear wakes,
the structure of the accelerating field contains a part with a
linear slope and a deep spike. If the linear slope section was
continued then the useful is defined where it intersects the
actual curve. For sinusoidal fields we define the peak and
useful fields to be the same. As seen in Fig. 6, the peak and
useful fields are equalsindicating that the field had a “sinu-
soidal” structured for nb/np as high as 10. For highernb/np

the useful field is lower than linear theory while the peak
field is still approximately given by linear theory untilnb/np

exceeds 100sor L exceeds unityd. The decelerating field
deviates from linear theory as soon asnb/np exceeds 10. On
the other hand, for positron drivers the accelerating field de-
viates from linear theory whennb/np exceeds unity and the
decelerating field agrees with linear theory untilnb/np ex-
ceeds 10.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have revisited linear-fluid wakefield
theory. We have obtained expressions for the wakes of bi-
Gaussian electron and positron drivers for arbitrary spot
sizes. We showed that these expressions give very similar
results to those from radial flat top profiles. We obtained the
proper expression for the wake amplitude from narrow
bunches,kpsr !1, which we rewrite here for convenience
fEq. s18dg,

EzM < s236 MV/mdSq

e
DS N

4 3 1010D
3S0.06 cm

sz
D2

lnSÎ1016 cm−3

n

50 mm

sr
D .

We then used fully nonlinear PIC simulations to examine the
validity and usefulness of linear-fluid theory as the normal-
ized charge per unit length,L;nb/npkp

2sr
2, is increased. We

found that as the spot size is decreased, fluid theory eventu-
ally breaks down causing the logarithmic divergence to satu-
rate. Physically, the saturation occurs because if the blowout
radius greatly exceeds the beam spot size, then reducing the
spot size has little effect. In the multidimensional nonlinear
wakefield regime where electrons move radially inward or
outward there is multiple trajectory crossing and fluid theory
breaks down.

Based on numerous simulations, including many with
parameters different than those in Figs. 6–9, we can make
the following generalization for the narrow beam limit
skpsr ,0.3,kpsz,Î2d and the weakly nonlinear limit,
L,1.

For electron drivers, the useful accelerating fields agree
with linear theory up tonb/np<10, and then becomes
smaller than linear theory, while the decelerating field agrees
with linear theory only up tonb/np<1.

For positron drivers, both the peak accelerating fields
and the peak decelerating fields agree with linear theory up
to nb/np<1.

Combining the results of linear theory and the discussion
above, we can give approximate expressions for plasma
wakefield amplitudes in the narrow beam limit forL smaller
than 1.

For an electron driver, ifnb/npø10, we just use the
linear expression in Eq.s17d which is rewritten here for con-
venience,

eEzM

mcvp
< 1.3

q

e

nb

np
kp

2sr
2 lnS 1

kpsr
D

and fornb/np.10, instead use the following expression:

eEzM

mcvp
< 1.3

q

e

nb

np
kp

2sr
2 lnS 1

ÎL/10
D . s19d

For a positron driver, ifnb/npø1, just use the linear
expressionfEq. s17dg

eEzM

mcvp
< 1.3

q

e

nb

np
kp

2sr
2 lnS 1

kpsr
D

and fornb/np.1, instead use the following expression:

eEzM

mcvp
< 1.3

q

e

nb

np
kp

2sr
2 lnS 1

ÎL
D . s20d

In the highly nonlinear regime,L@1, where relativistic
effects are dominantsthe wavelength increases due to the
electron mass change and the full electromagnetic character
of the fields in the wake are importantd, the above expres-
sions can no longer be used. In this regime, simulations show
that the wake amplitude is much smaller than that given by
the above expressions.
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